
 

 

We want committed chefs! 
 
 

The 3rd XChef Challenge by 1906 Beer awards the chef with the greatest positive 
impact on society, on April 18 at Salón Gourmets, Ifema Madrid. 
 
The values promoted by Estrella Galicia, official beer of Salon Gourmets (SG), are summarized 
in this contest that gains followers every year rewarding the talent 
of new chefs and their creativity in the kitchen based on good practices such as zero waste or 
energy saving. Because today's gastronomy sets the standard for 
what we want to be in the future as it will be reflected from 17 to 20 April in halls 4, 5, 6, 7 y 8 
Ifema Madrid, at Salon Gourmets. 
 
This year XChef Challenge by 1906 develops the most ambitious edition so far, with local 
competitions that have already been held in Asturias, Castilla y León, Orense, Santiago de 
Compostela, Vigo, and soon in the Basque Country and Cantabria. The Madrid competition will 
take place on April 17 at SG (15:30 h., hall 7, Plato Gourmets, stand 7A07) and the grand final, 
made up of the regional winners, will be held the following day, April 18 (11:00 h., hall 8, 
Auditorio Gourmets, stand 8E50) also at SG. 
  
In previous editions, the Professional Jury of XChef Challenge by 1906 Beer has included famous 
chefs of our gastronomy such as Ángel León (Aponiente), Diego Guerrero (DSTAgE), Javier 
Aranda (Gaytán) or Javier Olleros (Culler de Pau), among others. Journalists such as Ferrán 
Imedio, Emma Sueiro, Alejandro de la Rosa, Ana Marcos, Almudena Ortuño or Xosé Manuel 
García have also participated as jurors. 
 
This year, the well-known brewery is starring in another great competition, the 2nd Gourmet 
Pizza Spanish Championship by Estrella Galicia 1906 Red Vintage, which has also increased the 
number of categories, adding three more 
-napolitana, più larga and velocidad- to the five existing ones -classic, pala, taglio, gluten-free 
and acrobacia-. (Everyday, hall 7, Gourmets Pizzas Stage, stand 7B50). 
 
As usual, the Beer Pouring Contest Estrella Galicia will also be held, highlighting the work of 
professionals as the last link in the chain to enjoy the perfect product (18 April, 15:30 h., hall 8, 
Auditorio Gourmets, stand 8E50). 
 
 
 
 

#SG23 


